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Mindy Pennybacker

By Andrea Nandoskar

people because it’s such an integral part of
our lives and something we connect with daily.

those who knew him affectionately referred to

Mindy also reminds us food choices are one area

him as “the Pineapple Doctor.”  Post pineapple

within our control in a world of what often feels

days he opened his own kimchee business and

like overwhelming, unsolvable problems.   She

Mindy fondly recalls making veggie runs to local

recommends using Do One Green Thing as your

farms on Oahu for ingredients with him and

personal guide to help you begin.

other family members.

Are you the type of person who’s reluctant

For example, the food section highlights the

With a love of nature firmly planted, Mindy’s

to try and change a habit because you feel you’ll

toxic 13 or Dirty Dozen foods, or those with

academic path led her to UC-Davis Law School

be unable to honor your commitment perfectly?  

the highest pesticide residue, recommending you

which she came to learn was the top agricultural

You’re not alone and Mindy Pennybacker’s

buy these organic. She contrasts these with the

school in the nation.  At that time the university

here to tell you don’t sweat it. Even one small

tasty 13—those fruits and vegetables generally

was eagerly exploring bioengineered foods and

thoughtful action helps.  Her new book, Do One

low in residue and okay to buy conventionally

chemical fertilizers and pesticides and it didn’t

Green Thing: Saving the Earth through Simple

grown. Mindy points out that there are many

take long for her husband to develop allergies

Everyday Choices, is built on the premise that

local fruits and vegetables grown conventionally

from the persistent crop dusting.   Over the

taking one action and then slowly building upon

here in Hawaii that can be purchased (usually

years she had experimented with growing her

it does make a difference.  Multiply your act with

on the cheap) at the multitude of farmer’s

own food and became increasingly aware of

those of your friends, family, neighbors, school,

markets that are springing up all over Oahu.  

food issues in general which led to an epiphany

government and world and shifts happen.   She

She fondly refers to “local’ as the new “organic”

about the importance of not allowing food to

recommends taking one step in one area as the

understanding that while organic is great and

become industrialized. Her career path took

way to chart your course on the sea of positive

supports individual health and the health of the

a turn from law to journalism as she realized

change emphasizing that any type of change—

planet, it can be expensive and is often shipped

she could research these issues then use her

individual or systemic—happens incrementally

from far away.  Contrast that with local Hawaiian

voice to share knowledge with others in a non-

with each step building upon the one that came

fare such as conventionally grown pineapple,

threatening, inspiring way.  

before.   What’s most important is to start

bananas, citrus fruits, sweet potatoes, mangos,

Mindy and her husband eventually moved

now. Need inspiration?  Try posting Lao-Tzu’s

yams and watermelon which test low for

to the East coast and raised their son in New

quote—“A journey of a thousand miles begins

chemical residues and help protect and support

York City.  She had another epiphany when she

with the first step”—on your fridge and read it

Hawaii’s farmland and farmers.

daily as a reminder.
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was so widely respected for his knowledge that

realized two staples of the pre-school snack tray

Mindy’s biography is a window into an

and two of the fruits children love most, apples

Do One Green Thing is a comprehensive

environmentalist in the making. As a local girl

and pears, were also two of the most toxic,

resource on how to live lighter, healthier and

she grew up surfing and swimming on East

chemically laden foods.   Piecing together her

with more awareness on planet Earth covering

Oahu with family folklore retelling the story of

experience in college and grad school working

everything from personal care products and

her doting Korean grandfather introducing his

on food and agricultural issues she realized

clothing to how to green your home. I recently

granddaughter to the sea by dipping her in the

her calling.   Mindy’s time as a research editor

sat down with Mindy to talk about her book

chilly waters off Diamondhead when she was 6

at Glamour magazine and stints as editor-in-

and to find out where to begin on this journey

weeks old.  This same granddad, a crop master

chief of Honolulu Weekly, and a senior editor

to greener, cleaner living. She points out while

who worked for Dole, had an inherent fascination

at Plenty and This Old House magazines honed

there are many ways to begin to green your life,

with insects and ecosystems which he happily

her skills and prepared her for her 11-year

food is often the first point of entry for most

shared with his eager young granddaughter.  He

tenure as editor-in-chief of The Green Guide

inspiration

j o u rnal

Mind
(and co-founder of thegreenguide.com), a well-

she.  Mindy told her to keep the SUV if it makes

respected environmental newsletter founded

sense for her family because she probably drives

in 1994. Today Mindy continues to be a sought

less than some people who drive a Prius and at

after speaker and well respected voice on

the end of the day it’s really about being mindful,

environmental issues.

educating yourself and making the best choices

Her impeccable research, zest for sharing
knowledge and heartfelt passion to help create

you can based on where you are and what you

Read signage at local supermarkets and
choose local and organic;

know at the time.  

Buy extra on sale items and freeze;

a healthy world make her a national treasure.

In other words:   Do what you can—buy

She’s back in Hawaii full-time now spreading her

what’s abundant—speak up (if your supermarket

message to local ears. As a thorough researcher

doesn’t carry something ask the manager)—be

with her heart in the right place she’s a voice we

mindful about the foods you buy and the foods

can trust in a time of incessant green washing

you put into your body and the bodies of those

by companies who tell us what we want to hear

you love.

in order to sell us their products. Her advice,
based on interactions with a wide range of
people via her public appearances and travels
throughout the U.S., is within reach of all of us:  
do one thing and then when you can do another.  
Be proactive, ask questions, make requests and
congratulate yourself on a job well done.   She
makes it super clear it’s not about being perfect
citing the example of a mom who phoned in to

Avoid “recipe” shopping which
requires “must have” ingredients—
instead shop like our     grandmothers
did—buy what’s fresh and in season
and be creative;

Check out the Big Box stores (Costco/
Sam’s Club) for great deals on organic  
“Do One Green Thing” is a
fun, thoroughly researched, and
inspiring resource for how to
take small steps to be greener and

When it comes to food choices,
Mindy has some simple suggestions:  

more aware in all aspects of your

Prepare and cook food as much as you
can at home;

to download some great shopping tips and lists

Avoid fast food which is bad for your
health and the environment;

on your weekly (or nightly) shopping trips.

Buy your child’s favorite fruit or veggie
organic if possible;

a radio talk show feeling guilty about driving an

Eat fresh, local produce (organic or
conventional);

SUV but equally guilty at the thought of selling it

Shop weekly at farmers markets;

to someone who might drive it more often than

Eat a varied diet;

daily life.  Check out her website
you can print out/fold and easily transportable
Subscribe for Mindy’s green e-newsletter at
www.greenerpenny.com.
Andrea Nandoskar is co-founder of Green Earth Media, a local company
dedicated to inspiring, educating and empowering
the public through multimedia events and projects.
info@gemhawaii.com www.gemhawaii.com
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